The 822C zero tail-swing feller buncher is designed for challenging thinning and final fell applications. Powerful lift capacity and a tight-tuck boom minimizes site impact in sensitive thinning applications.

**BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES:**

**Powerful, efficient Tier 3 engine**

**Efficient high-capacity cooling system**
- Automatic variable fan speed for improved fuel efficiency
- Automatic reversing cycle to clean the heat exchangers
- Rear cooling air intake, well away from saw discharge area

**Zero tail-swing for agility and manoeuvrability**
- Excellent performance in thinning applications
- Tight-tuck boom minimizes damage to the residual stand

**Tigercat-built forest duty undercarriage**
- Long track frames for excellent stability

**Excellent service access**
- Tilt-out engine enclosure forms a spacious work platform

**ER boom technology**
- ER technology increases production, conserves energy
- Smooth planar boom motion reduces operator fatigue
- ER control switch provides a boost for extra stick force
- Structural parts are well proven in high cycle applications

**Quiet, climate controlled operator’s station**
- Industry leading cab with front and side doors
- Full length front window for a clear view of the tracks
- High output heater/air conditioner with multiple vents
- Extreme duty air-ride suspension seat

**Durable upper turntable frame construction**
- One piece 32 mm (1.25 in) thick turntable base plate
- Upper assembly will not dent or deform from impacts

Compact and stable. Well suited to thinning and final felling applications. Clear access to the pumps. Cooling air is drawn from the rear, away from the saw discharge area. Easy access to daily service points with retracting engine hood enclosure.
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